Date : 18th April 2006  
Subject : Damages Stated on the Plastic Loop Protection Heads of the Cutter  
Status : Replacement of damaged cutters and loops  
Identification : Any reserve parachute of which the cutter is located above the pilot chute and which has been closed by mechanical means to increase traction force or closed with a temporary pin directly placed on the cutter.

A particular attention is requested to look carefully that the small plastic loop protection heads of the cutter(s) are not damaged during the repack of the reserve. If any degradation sign is detected on the plastic loop protectors, it is imperative to replace the cutter unit and the loop to avoid any reserve loop deterioration.

We would like to remind you that it is not allowed to use inadequate mechanical tools (force reduction systems) to close the reserve parachute. Those mechanical systems could implement a too important traction effort (above 10 daN maximum according to the TSO norms) to release the pin of the reserve parachute (see pictures #1, 2 & 3 of Russian + South American + European Tools).

The use of an inadequate mechanical system or the wrong placement of a temporary pin can cause the crushing of the cutter against the grommets or the temporary pin during the closing of the reserve (for example: using a temporary pin placed above the pilot chute, then placing the flap with the cutter and start traction on the closing loop with the temporary pin still in place). Those closing techniques could create such forces that the pressure between metallic grommets or pin could damage the plastic protection ring as even the stainless steel cutter body (see picture #4).

Any damage of these plastic heads could provoke a deterioration of the reserve closing loop by friction during transport or use of the equipment. Those deteriorations could cause an inopportune opening of the reserve container (see picture #5).

For your information, a new cutter body is currently in test phase and will be implemented after test finalization. This new design will be without plastic protection heads.

Hereby AAD also would like to remind you that the cutter location above the pilot chute is not in question here. We even recommend to place the Vigil cutter as close as possible to the reserve closing pin and this on all types of parachutes.

If your equipment has a Vigil cutter located under the pilot chute, you are not concerned by this bulletin.
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